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Abstract
Video Object Segmentation is the task of tracking and
segmenting objects in a video given the first-frame mask of
objects to be tracked. There have been a number of different successful paradigms for tackling this task, from creating object proposals and linking them in time as in PReMVOS, to detecting objects to be tracked conditioned on
the given first-frame as in BoLTVOS, and creating tracklets based on motion consistency before merging these into
long-term tracks as in UnOVOST. In this paper we explore
how these three different approaches can be combined into
a novel Video Object Segmentation algorithm. We evaluate
our approach on the 2019 Youtube-VOS challenge where we
obtain 6th place with an overall score of 71.5%.

1. Introduction
Semi-supervised Video Object Segmentation (VOS) is
the task of producing segmentation masks for a set of objects in each frame of a video given a set of ground truth
object masks in the first frame. In this paper we present
a method for the semi-supervised VOS track of the 2nd
Large-scale Video Object Segmentation Challenge (also
known as YouTube-VOS challenge), for which we achieved
the 6th place.
Our method is based on ideas and components of three
powerful recent methods. These are PReMVOS [10]
(Proposal-generation, Refinement and Merging for VOS),
BoLTVOS [16] (Box-Level Tracking for VOS), and UnOVOST [19] (Unsupervised Offline VOS and Tracking).
PReMVOS. PReMVOS [10] works in three steps which
can be seen in Figure 2. First a large number of object segmentation proposals are generated from a Mask
R-CNN-like [4] class-agnostic instance segmentation network. These proposals are then refined by a fully convolutional network to produce accurate segmentation masks.
Finally these proposals are selected for each object in each
frame using a merging algorithm that takes into account

temporal consistency with optical flow warping, visual consistency with a re-identification network, an objectness
score from the proposal generation network and interactions
between object tracks. The networks are all fine-tuned on
a large collection of images generated from augmentations
of the given first-frame using the Lucid data dreaming approach [6]. PReMVOS won both the 2018 DAVIS Challenge [8] and the 2018 YouTube-VOS challenge [9].
BoLTVOS. BoLTVOS [16], as seen in Figure 1 takes an
inherently different approach than PReMVOS. BoLTVOS
consists of a Siamese network that directly detects the object to be tracked by conditioning the detection on the given
object in the first frame. Potential objects in each frame
are then re-scored using a tracklet-based temporal consistency algorithm. Finally, masks are produced by the same
bounding-box-to-segmentation network (Box2Seg) that is
also used in PReMVOS. BoLTVOS runs up to 45 times
faster than PReMVOS. Moreover, it can produce accurate
VOS results using only the first-frame bounding box, without using the given first-frame mask, although the firstframe mask can still be used by fine-tuning the segmentation network. As well as being an extremely strong VOS
method, BoLTVOS is evaluated on the Visual Object Tracking (VOT) task, where it is currently the best-performing
method on both the OTB2015 [17] and the LTB35 [12]
benchmarks.
UnOVOST. UnOVOST [19] addresses unsupervised video
object segmentation, i.e., VOS without using the first-frame
ground truth masks. It first extracts mask proposals using
Mask R-CNN [4]. Afterwards, it sub-selects and clips these
proposals to obtain non-overlapping masks. In the next
step, masks are linked together over time into short tracklets using spatio-temporal mask consistency. In a final step,
UnOVOST uses a Forest Path Cutting (FPC) data association algorithm to combine tracklets into full tracks. UnOVOST achieved the first place in the unsupervised track
of the DAVIS 2019 competition.
PReMVOS and BoLTVOS. PReMVOS and BoLTVOS
are currently two of the best-performing semi-supervised
VOS algorithms. For our second-place DAVIS Challenge
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Figure 1. Overview of BoLTVOS [16]. A conditional R-CNN (left) provides detections conditioned on the first-frame bounding box, which
are then rescored by a temporal consistency rescoring algorithm (center). The result are bounding box level tracks which are converted to
segmentation masks by the Box2Seg network (right).

frame ground truth mask.
2. We use the fine-tuned Box2Seg network from
BoLTVOS to convert the bounding box detections into
accurate segmentation masks.
3. We link the mask-based detections into short tracklets
using optical flow warping like in UnOVOST.
Figure 2. Overview of the three stages of PReMVOS [10].

2019 entry [11], we compared how they perform across different VOS scenarios. Our finding was that BoLTVOS can
outperform PReMVOS when the number of objects to track
is small, but that it is not able to perform as well when the
number of objects in the video becomes much larger. For
the final competition entry, we combined both PReMVOS
and BoLTVOS by using PReMVOS as the base tracking algorithm. We then used the BoLTVOS conditional R-CNN
to reject false positive tracking results.
PReMVOS, BoLTVOS and UnOVOST. In this work, we
aim to combine the best parts of each of the three approaches: we use the Conditional R-CNN detector from
BoLTVOS since by conditioning its detection on the ground
truth bounding box, it achieves more accurate results than
the generic detectors used by PReMVOS and UnOVOST.
We further adopt the tracklet-building step from UnOVOST
since it proved to work very well for handling a large number of objects, unlike the temporal consistency rescoring algorithm for BoLTVOS which does not scale well to multiple
objects. Finally, we merge the tracklets into full tracks using scores based on the re-identification network, similar to
the successful merging algorithm of PReMVOS.

2. Method
Our proposed method works in 4 steps:
1. We use the Conditional R-CNN from BoLTVOS [16]
to generate bounding box detections for each first-

4. We use a re-identification-based scoring formulation
similar to PReMVOS to link the tracklets into tracks.
In the following, we will describe each step in more detail.
Conditional R-CNN. For the conditional detector (Fig. 1
left) from BoLTVOS, we base the architecture on the twostage detection architecture of Mask R-CNN [4]. We take
a pre-trained Mask R-CNN architecture, fixing the weights
of the backbone and the RPN and replacing the categoryspecific second stage with a conditional second stage. This
second stage is run for each region proposed by the RPN. To
this end, we extract deep features from the proposed region
and concatenate these with the deep features of the ground
truth bounding box in the first-frame image, followed by a
1 × 1 convolution to reduce the feature dimension by half.
The result is then fed into a cascaded R-CNN [1] second
stage with two output classes; either the proposed region
is the object to be detected or it is not. The second stage
is trained for tracking using pairs of frames from video
datasets. Here, an object in one frame is used as reference
and the network is trained to detect the same object in another frame.
Unlike many other VOS methods, we do not fine-tune
the conditional R-CNN on the first-frame annotations. Instead, for each first-frame bounding box, we evaluate it once
on each frame of the video to produce conditional detections
for this object. Note that we do not use the temporal consistency rescoring algorithm from BoLTVOS, but proceed to
the next step with the raw conditional detection output.
Box2Seg. In order to produce segmentation masks for
the VOS task, we use the off-the-shelf bounding-box-to-

segmentation-mask network (Box2Seg) which we also used
for PReMVOS and BoLTVOS. This network is a fully convolutional DeepLabV3+ [2] network with an Xception-65
[3] backbone. It has been trained on Mapillary [13] and
then COCO [7] to output a segmentation mask given by
the object bounding box encoded as a fourth input channel.
This network runs much faster than our conditional R-CNN
and is able to convert 40 bounding boxes to segmentation
masks per second. For each first-frame mask, we fine-tune
Box2Seg for 300 steps and then segment each conditional
detection for this object. To save time, we do not use Lucid
data dreaming augmentations.
Tracklets. Following UnOVOST [19], we compute optical
flow between each adjacent pair of frames using PWC-Net
[15]. Afterwards, for each object, the conditional detections between each pair of frames are merged in the following way. Each detection mask from t − 1 is warped
into frame t using the optical flow. Between each pair of
warped detection masks from frame t − 1 and detection
masks from frame t, the Intersection-over-Union (IoU) is
calculated. Afterwards, the Hungarian algorithm for bipartite matching is used to find an optimal linking between the
two frames while allowing masks only to match if their IoU
is at least 0.05.
Tracking. After obtaining tracklets, we then merge these
together into long-term consistent objects tracks. This can
be seen as adapting UnOVOST [19] to the semi-supervised
task, or as adapting PReMVOS to work on tracklets as input, rather than single-frame proposals.
For this, we use object re-identification embedding vectors, which enable us to quantify the visual similarity between tracklets. We extract these re-identification vectors
from a ReID network [14]. This network is trained on
YouTube-VOS [18] using a triplet loss variant [5] in order
to generate 128-dimensional ReID vectors which are similar for crops of the same object (in different frames), and
different for crops of different objects. For each tracklet,
the ReID embedding is extracted for each proposal and averaged over the whole tracklet. The L2 distance between
these embeddings is then the measure of the visual dissimilarity between two tracklets.
Since each proposal is generated from the conditional
R-CNN conditioned on a given first-frame mask, there exists a separate set of tracklets for each object in the video.
The given first-frame masks are always assigned to a unique
tracklet, this tracklet is thus always selected first to belong
to the track for each object. For all other potential tracklets for an object, the ReID similarity score is calculated
by taking the L2 distance of this tracklet’s ReID vector to
the initial tracklet’s ReID vector, and then converting this
distance to a similarity metric using the following equation:
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Table 1. Results of the 2nd Large-scale Video Object Segmentation
Challenge - Track 1: Video Object Segmentation.

St = 1 −

ket − eF F k
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where St is the similarity score for tracklet t, et is the
embedding for tracklet t, eF F is the embedding for the
tracklet containing the first-frame mask, and k·k is the L2
norm.
For sequences with more than one object, we also calculate an “interaction” score as the complement of the likelihood of each tracklet belonging to a different object in the
video. High “interaction” scores indicate that this proposal
is unlikely to belong to a different object, whereas a low
score indicates that it is very similar to a different object
and thus less likely to be the current object. This score is
calculated using:
Ij = 1 − maxi6=j Si
where I is the interaction score and maxi6=j Si is the
maximum S score over all objects other than the one the
tracklet belongs to.
The final score Ft for a tracklet t to belong to an object
track is:
Ft = 0.8 × St + 0.2 × It
or in other words, 80% the similarity to the current object, and 20% the dissimilarity to other objects.
In order to select the best tracklets for all of the objects
in a video, an iterative greedy tracklet selection method is
used. Firstly, tracklets shorter than 3 frames are discarded.
Then any tracklet which has a proposal in a frame where
we have already selected a proposal for that object is discarded. Also tracklets for an object are discarded if they
contain proposals that have greater than 50% IoU (intersection over union) with any proposal from a different object
in the same video that has already been selected. From all
remaining valid tracklets for all different objects in a video,
we select the tracklet with the highest score F and repeat
this procedure until there are no more valid tracklets for the

whole video. This gives us our final segmentation tracking
results for all objects.

3. Results
For the YouTube-VOS challenge, the evaluation distinguishes between object classes which are part of the training
set (seen) and those that are not (unseen). The primary evaluation measure “Overall” is the average of the J score and
the F score for both seen and unseen object classes. Here,
J measures the average IoU between the predicted masks
and the ground truth masks, while F measures how well the
boundaries of the predicted masks match the ground truth.
Table 1 shows the results of the Video Object Segmentation track of the 2nd Large-scale Video Object Segmentation Challenge. Our entry achieved the 6th place with an
overall score of 71.4%.

4. Discussion
Unfortunately, the results of this work were rather disappointing. We had hoped that by combining PReMVOS,
BoLTVOS and UnOVOST in this way, we would see significant improvements in results, and be able to compete
with the winning methods. However, there was a large gap
(more than 7.5 percentage points) between our score and
the 5 teams that placed higher than us. Furthermore, our
results were in fact worse than that of PReMVOS alone, the
winner of the 2018 YouTube-VOS Challenge (72.2 vs 71.4),
although one must note that the test dataset changed slightly
between years so these numbers are not directly comparable. Although the numbers for this challenge were not as
we had hoped, we still believe that an approach that combines these three methods could potentially yield much better performance. Our method relies on a number of separate
systems and a staged training approach. There is great potential for methods that perform all of the components of
such an algorithm in an end-to-end fashion.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we present a novel method for Video Object Segmentation (VOS), which borrows ideas from three
previously very successful VOS methods. Our approach detects potential objects conditioned on a given first-frame object, segments these using a separate network, links them
into short tracklets using motion consistency given by optical flow, and then merges these tracklets into the final
tracking results using the visual similarity of objects as defined by an object re-identification vector. We benchmark
our method on the 2019 YouTube-VOS challenge where our
method achieves 6th place with an overall score of 71.4%.
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